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Abstract: This paper describes data-driven modelling methods and its use for the control of a novel
set of series-elastic actuators (SEAs). A set of elastic actuators was developed in order to fulfill the
end-user needs for tailored industrial collaborative robot manipulators of different morphology
and payload. Three different types of elastic actuation were investigated: namely, disc springs, coil
springs and torsion bars. The developed algorithms were validated both on single actuators and on a
6-DOF robotic arm composed of such actuators.
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1. Motivation
Within the area of ’Industrie 4.0’ [1], collaborative robots are a fundamental key technology
which will likely change immensely future manufacturing. One of the key enabling technologies for
collaborative robotics has been the different solutions (hardware and/or software) to provide with
inherent safety to those systems so that they can be used around humans with a limited risk.
Though most industrial robots continue being held behind protection cages, a new generation of
collaborative robots has appeared which share tasks until now only performed by humans (or which
were partially automated), and in which human and robot share (at least temporarily) physical space,
even having physical contact. Those collaborative robots are mainly used for performing repetitive
tasks while the human can focus on tasks requiring higher cognitive abilities.
The list of collaborative robots has been increasing in the last years and continues growing.
We could however differentiate two categories of companies: companies that have been created
to exclusively commercialize a new type of collaborative robot and the ’classical’ industrial robot
companies which offer a new collaborative robot in their portfolios or modified an existing design
to make them suitable for collaborative tasks. This latter case would be of robots covered with
shock-absorbing material as well as software solutions and new sensors which can detect collisions
and safely stop the robot. From those, we could highlight the Fanuc CR-35iA [2], the Motoman HC10
[3], the COMAU AURA [4] or the pioneer KUKA lightweight robots [5]. From the first category, we
could highlight the robot Sawyer developed by Rethink Robotics [6]. Rethink Robotics entered the
market of collaborative robots in 2012 with the robot Baxter, a dual-arm robot, primarily for research
and education. After the experience gained with Baxter, the company introduced the robot Sawyer, a
robot manipulator for industrial use in collaborative tasks. The robots from Universal Robots [7] were
the first robots developed with collaborative tasks in mind, the first ones being sold in 2009. In recent
years, they have incorporated not only robots with different payloads (currently, 3, 5 and 10 kg), but
also additional components such as cameras, grippers and software. The recent robot Franka [8] was
presented in 2016 and first units were delivered in 2017. It is similar to the KUKA lightweight robots
in the sense of using joint torque sensors to detect collisions.
Although the first use of SEAs go back to 1995 [9], there is a recent come back on the usage of
series-elastic actuation, not only for the lower limbs of walking robots, but newly also on robot
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manipulators (such as the commercially-available industrial robotic manipulator Sawyer [6], as
previously mentioned) and even full humanoid robots. In the latter case, most notable cases are
the NASA robot Robonaut 2 [10] (in this case, elastic actuation is used in the arms) , the THOR [11,12]
and NASA-JSC Valkyrie [13] humanoid robots developed for the DARPA Robotics Challenge, or the
humanoid COMAN [14]. Among the recent designs are also the quadruped robot ScarlETH based on
high-compliant SEA legs [15], from which originates also the robot manipulator ANYpulator [16].
2. Related Work
As previously mentioned, a large number of SEA designs have already been developed over the
last decades, which have been surveyed by [17] [18], [19] in great detail. Linear SEA is one of the
classic designs and its elastic component is either composed by a single spring [9] or a set of springs
connected in series[20]. The rotary series elastic actuators (RSEA) typically mount the springs around
the shaft in a circle. For instance, Kong and Jeon proposed a compact RSEA design by using a coil
spring and worm gears together, which is used for a knee joint assistance system[21]; In our previous
work [22], the elastic element was a set of disc springs mounted at both sides of a lever. More recently,
new elastic materials have also been investigated in the design of the SEAs: a magnetic nonlinear
torsion spring is for instance integrated into a resonant parallel elastic actuator by Sudano et al.[23] for
biorobotic applications; a torsionally-sheared rubber component is utilized by a team at the Carnegie
Mellon University in their elastic actuator developed for a snake robot[24]. Although many effects
are reported in the studies of the new design, these elastic actuators are still often suffering from poor
linearity, which is derived from mechanical effects such as the properties of the rubber materials and
different initial spring pre-compression.
Due to the inherent compliance from the elastic components, SEAs provide a “soft" contact force
to the environment, which is a significant advantage comparing to the rigid actuator. As a result, the
torque control of SEAs gained increasing interest in the past years. E.g. Wyeth[25] proposed a cascade
control structure that controls the torque of the actuator by using an inner velocity loop. To control
the interactive force between a parallel robot driven by three linear SEAs, Lee et al.[26], for instance,
proposed a torque control approach that is composed of a joint level force control with disturbance
observer and a higher level spatial force control to compensate the interactive force.
In this work, a set of actuators was developed which could be used to build industrial-class robot
arms of different morphology and payload according to the end-user needs. In order to reach the
goal of having industrial payloads similar to the currently available for collaborative robots (in the
range of 3kg to 14kg), and in contrast to existing commercially-available series-elastic actuators (such
as ANYdrive from ANYbotics [27], with nominal torques up to 15Nm, or the Hebi x-series actuators
with torques up to 9Nm [28]), a set of four actuators offering nominal torques up to 300Nm was
designed. The developed actuators make use of three different types of elastic elements (two already
used in literature - disc and coil springs - and the use of a torsion bar -also used in literature, e.g. [29]but with the novelty of passing through the hollow shaft of the rotary actuator to offer a compact
size even for such high torques). As previously pointed out, the use of mechanical elasticity gives
inherent mechanical compliance and contributes to the overall safety by absorbing possible unexpected
collisions and, on the other side, provides a torque estimation via the spring deflection measurement.
In the case of industrial collaborative robots, it is a requirement for certification that a critical safety
signal such as the torque measurement is redundantly measured from two different physical sources.
For that reason, the developed motors used the torque estimation via spring deflection for the motor
control, but the torque is estimated simultaneously via motor currents to double-check that both torque
estimations do not drift apart (in which case a safety stop would be triggered). Nonetheless, one
the main focus of this work is on developing a powerful and flexible data-based approach to model
the elasticity of the actuator and that considers all possible non-linearities of the elastic couplings as
an enabler for accurate torque control via spring deflection measurement. The data-based modeling
approach is validated by using the newly designed rotary series elastic actuator.
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The paper is organized as follows: Section 3 will briefly describe the mechanics and electronics
of the elastic actuators, for a better understanding of the latter sections dealing with the modelling
and control. Section 4 will describe the general actuator control structure, Section 5 will deal with the
modelling and learning of the spring models, Section 6 will describe the experimental tests with single
actuators and with a complete robotic arm composed of several of the actuators, and finally, Section 7
will conclude the paper with a summary of results and the outlook.
3. Mechatronics
3.1. Mechanical Design
A set of actuators was developed which could be used to build modular industrial robot
arms of different morphology, degrees of freedom, and payload according to the end-user needs.
Moreover, the use of series-elastic actuation was selected in order to add a certain degree of passive
mechanical compliance which could allow a higher degree of human-robot collaboration in industrial
environments. The use of the spring element incorporates a safe manner (since it does not depend on
sensors or software) to absorb unexpected shocks such as a collision with a human. Needlessly to say,
that safety mechanism works to a certain extent depending on mass and speed of the moving robot
but contributes to the overall inherent safety of the system and to additional safety measures. On the
other side, since the deflection due to the spring is at the link side, a person trapped between the robot
and a wall could likely free itself even when the system is stopped and joint brakes are switched on
due to that small spring movement (approx. 5 degrees per joint). Additionally, this spring enables
sensing the joint torques and thus, accurate torque control.
The elastic actuators consist of a brushless DC motor, a compact spring mechanism, Harmonic
Drive gear, three high-precision position encoders (motor side, and both sides of the spring), mechanical
brake as well embedded electronics including FPGA-based joint control and power electronics. The
elastic actuators can be driven in torque, velocity or position control. The initial list of requirements was:
maximum continuous link-side torques from Mmax : 28Nm, 50Nm, 120Nm and 300Nm, a mechanical
deflection ranging from φ = [±5, ±8 deg] at Mmax , the use of mechanical safety brakes and a compact
and lightweight design. Four different actuator sizes were developed with torques 28 Nm, 50 Nm,
120Nm and 300 Nm (at link side)(see Fig. 1).
According to the relative position of the spring within the actuator, the developed actuators are
considered of FSEA (Force-sensing Series Elastic Actuator) type [18],[30], since the spring is placed at
the output of the gear (that is, between the load and the gear). In essence, the four actuator sizes are
composed of the same components, which basically solely differ on the type of elastic element used
(due to different size constraints). Figure 2 shows the relative position and type of the springs used for
the different actuator types.
All actuators come with pre-defined joint controllers running on the embedded electronics. The
user can anytime externally access all the parameters of the joints (positions, velocities, torques, motor
currents, controller gains, etc.) and, obviously, send new configuration parameters and reference
signals. An overview of the main mechanical features of the four actuators is given in Table 1.
By using this variety of actuator sizes, the user can build custom robotic systems. For instance, six
actuators of different sizes could be used to build an industrial-like manipulator. Similarly, several
joints could be used to build the limbs of a legged robot. From the actuator point of view, the user
can freely decide which and how many actuators of each size wants to use and connect them in any
required mechanical configuration. The different actuator sizes together with the modular design allow
creating custom robots, especially interesting for industrial-like applications in the area of collaborative
robotics.

1

at max. continuous torque
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Figure 1. The four complete serial-elastic actuators developed during the project (size in same scale)

To develop the 28Nm-actuator, the previous actuators designed within the project CAPIO [22] which were already using an elastic element - were taken as starting point. The 28Nm model of the
family of compliant actuators is characterized by its very compact size and low weight, since usually
these smaller joints will be used as wrist of a robotic manipulator or the last joints of a robotic leg. In
order to keep the size under such compact size, a series of disc springs are used as elastic elements (see
Fig. 3(right)).
The 50Nm model (Fig. 4(left)) of the family of compliant actuators is characterized by using a
series of coil springs (Fig. 4(right)), which can be also exchanged to select the required stiffness for the
application. This actuator has a hollow shaft, allowing easy cabling of the system to be built.
The 120Nm andn 300Nm models of the family of compliant actuators is characterized by a torsion
bar going through the hollow shaft of the actuator. The torsion bar itself forms a hollow shaft which
can be used for cabling going through the joint, additionally the use of the torsion bar as spring allows

Type
Max. Speed (deg/s)
Rated Speed (deg/s)1
Max. Continuous Torque (Nm)
Stiffness (Nm/deg)
Gear Ratio
Weight (kg)

28Nm
300
190
28
5,6
100
0,9

50Nm
157
106
50
10
120
2,5

120Nm
95
66
120
19,8
120
3,9

Table 1. Main mechanical features of the designed actuators

300Nm
57
41
300
39,3
160
4,6
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Figure 2. Relative position and type of the spring for the developed force-sensing serial-elastic actuators
(FSEA). Type of spring for each actuator: left: Disc springs (28Nm actuator), right: coil springs (50Nm
actuator), right: torsion bar (120Nm and 300Nm actuators)

Figure 3. left: Assembled 28Nm Actuator, right: detail of the elastic element (disc spring) and its
placement within the actuator

a highly-compact design. Figure 5 shows a detail of the new concept for the elastic element used in the
120Nm and 300Nm actuators.
3.2. Joint Electronics
The electronic of the SEA is developed based on our previous work [31]. The new design
is composed of three PCBs which handle all the required sensors: the motor current sensors are
integrated in the low phases of the three-phase H-bridges; two 19-bit absolute position encoders are
placed at both sides of the gear, a third encoder is mounted after the spring element. An LVDS bus is
used for communication to the high-level control with an in-house developed communication protocol
(NDLCom [32]). To process this sensor information and control the SEA with the proposed control
methods, a Spartan6 FPGA from Xilinx is used. The electronic specifications of the four SEAs are given
and compared in Table 2.
4. Joint Control
4.1. Deflection Controller
The FPGA-based robot joint controller is composed of two parts (Fig. 6). The first part is a cascade
of three PID controllers with feed-forward signals which control position, velocity, and motor current.
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Figure 4. left: Assembled 50Nm Actuator, middle, right: details of the elastic element (coil springs)

Figure 5. Detail of the elastic element (torsion bar) of the 120Nm and 300Nm actuators

The control mode is selected by configuration, for instance, so that the position controller is deactivated
and velocity is controlled directly, or the position and velocity controller are deactivated and current is
controlled directly. Nonetheless, if position or velocity limits are reached, the deactivated controllers
will become active to keep the control variables within the limits.
The second part is a deflection controller. It controls the deflection of the spring element of the
serial-elastic actuators by either acting on the velocity controller input or by directly acting on the
motor current controller input. The deflection controller is as well implemented according to a PID
feed-back control law. The measured spring deflection δt is calculated by using two position sensors at
both sides of the elastic element. The reference deflection δdes on the other hand is estimated by using
the DGMM spring deflection model E[δdes |δ̇, v, τdes ], with the first derivative of deflection δ˙t , velocity v
of the motor and desired torque τdes . More details of the spring model is given in the following section.
In the experiments, the deflection controller acting on the velocity controller input was less
responsive, more difficult to tune empirically, and this setup was tending to oscillations on the actuator
output, most likely due to stiction effects. The deflection controller acting on the motor current
Type
Power (W)
Nominal Voltage (V)
Nominal Current (A)
Communication Protocol
Position Sensors
(Quantity, Type, Resolution (deg))
Mechanical Brake
(Manufacturer, Activation
Voltage (V))
Motor current measurements
(phase currents, line currents)

28Nm
140
48
4,8
NDLCom, UDP

50Nm
145
48
5
NDLCom, UDP

120Nm
370
48
7
NDLCom, UDP

300Nm
580
48
11
NDLCom, UDP

3, absolute, 19-bit

3, absolute, 19-bit

3, absolute, 19-bit

3, absolute, 19-bit

Mayr, 10/12

Kendrion, 24

Mayr, 10/12

Mayr, 10/12

yes, yes

yes, yes

yes, yes

yes, yes

Table 2. Main electrical features of the designed actuators
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Figure 6. Actuator controller structure, composed of a cascade of PI(D) controllers and a model of the
spring deflection.

controller was therefore chosen, as in this setup a responsive and stable closed-loop behavior could be
easily achieved for an initial tuning.
The joint position and velocity controller are simultaneously working in the background. They
are activated only in case a pre-defined limit of velocity or position is reached and then override the
deflection controller. This allows a safe and convenient operation when performing experiments,
because a complete stop of the system is avoided as far as the controllers can keep the system state
within the limits. Currently, the computation and addition of feed-forward terms is not handled on
this level, as the torque-deflection model described later on this paper captures the respective effects.
5. Spring Modeling
Traditionally, the spring elements of the SEAs are modelled with the Hooke’s law in a linearized
form as presented for instance in[19]. The linear model fits the single spring system accurately, however,
it cannot address the nonlinear effects that can be observed from more complex spring sets [22] or novel
rubber elastic elements [24]. Therefore, a precise model of the elastic element is needed and has been
in the last years investigated. For example, Ford et al. [33] developed an online calibration approach
that can compensate for the spring nonlinearities and estimate the torque via spring deflection and
motor current. Lu [34] proposed a neural-network based approach which successfully modelled the
nonlinear effects of the spring and realized a stable velocity control. However, the online calibration
approach depends on the accuracy of the current measurement and neural-networks are a black-boxes
which lack of mathematical interpretability. For this reason, a dynamic Gaussian mixture model
(DGMM)-based approach is here proposed, in which a DGMM model captures the nonlinear effects
for the multi-spring elements while keeping its mathematical interpretability and provides the direct
possibility of online learning and adaption.
5.1. Introduction to Dynamic Gaussian Mixture Model (DGMM)
A Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) is a parametric probability model represented as a finite
number of weighted Gaussian distributions, which is widely used for processing multivariate data
due to its high-efficiency and flexibility. In this case, a dynamic Gaussian mixture model (DGMM) is
used to represent the spring model (Eq. 5), which was firstly developed by [35] for modelling dynamic
motion of a legged robots and then has been further developed to model the coil-spring system of
an elastic actuator in our previous study [36]. Since the number of Gaussian components can vary
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to enable the model to optimally fit the system, the trained DGMM model is compact to be used in
real-time control.
The DGMM represents a probability density function P( x ) as a variable-sized set of “weighted
Gaussian” pairs (Eq. 1).
m

p( x ) =

∑ ω̂i g(x|µi , Σi ),

(1)

i =1

where g( x |µi , Σi ) are the component Gaussian densities, m is the number of Gaussian components
which is varying in training phase and each Gaussian function is represented as
g ( x | µi , Σi ) =

1

1
exp[− ( x − µi ) T Σi−1 ( x − µi )],
2
(2π ) |Σi |
N
2

1
2

(2)

with mean vector µi and covariance matrix Σi . ω̂i is the weight of each component Gaussian
ω̂i = ωi /Σm
k =1 .

(3)

The quantity x is the observation vector. In the spring model, the vector x is made up of variables
τ, δ, δ0 , v, where τ is the output torque of the actuator, δ is the deflection, δ0 is the first derivative of the
deflection and v is the velocity of the actuator. Therefore, the observation vector x is given by
 
τ
δ
 
x =  0
δ 
v

(4)

Then, the DGMM-based spring model is represented by the joint probability density function:
P[τ, δ, δ0 , v].

(5)

5.2. Online update method
Since the elastic actuator is sampled at a high frequency (1 kHZ), in order to learn a compact
model it is necessary to assess each new observation data before it is assimilated into the existing
model. Therefore, an online update approach is used which is depicted in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1: Spring Model Update
Data: A single observation vector x.
Result: Online update the spring model with each new observation vector.
Function DGMM_Online_Kmeans( x, δ2 , Lr , Nk )
initial covariance magnitude δ2 ;
learning rate Lr ;
number of kmeans cluster Nk ;
if number_o f _x < Nk then
add x into DGMM as a new Gaussian component;
else
select the Gaussian component Gi from DGMM with a minimum RMSE to x ;
update a new mean of the Gaussian component Gi with x
mean( Gi )new = mean( Gi ) + Lr ∗ (mean( Gi ) − x);
As can been seen from the algorithm, each new observed state x of the system is evaluated
with existing Gaussian components G. According to the predefined number of clusters Nk , the new
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observed state will either be added as a new component or merged into existing component of the
DGMM model in a learning rate defined by Lr .
5.3. Gaussian regression for estimation
As illustrated in Fig.6, the desired deflection of the spring δdes needs to be predicted with given
reference torqueτdes by using the learned spring model Eq.5, from which the mean of a Gaussian
component Gi is given by:
0
µi = [µiτ , µiδ , µiδ , µiv ],
(6)
and covariance by:
Σiττ
 Σδτ

Σi =  δi 0 τ
 Σi
Σivτ


Σiτδ
Σiδδ
0
Σiδ δ
Σivδ

0

Σiτδ
0
Σiδδ
0 0
Σiδ δ
0
Σivδ


Σiτv
Σiδv 

0v
δ
Σi 
Σivv

(7)

The conditional mean for Gaussian gi is a linear function given by
ZZ −1
Z
mi (z) = Ei [Y | Z = z] = µiZ + ΣYZ
i ( Σ i ) ( z − µ i ),

(8)

and the conditional variance is given by
ZZ −1 ZY
YZ
δi2 = Vari [Y | Z = z] = ΣYY
i − Σi ( Σi ) Σi .

(9)

Now the conditional mean of E[Y | Z = z] can be calculated by using
m

E [Y | Z = z ] =
where
πi ( z ) =

∑ (πi (z)mi (z)),

(10)

i =1

ωi N (z; µi , Σi )
m
Σk=1 ωk N (z; µk , Σk )

(11)

5.4. Model transfer
Transfer learning is an approach to improve the efficiency of learning progress by transferring
the knowledge from similar tasks that has already been learned. In order to allow and optimize a
rapid progress in modelling of a new actuator, the knowledge (model) of a similar SEA can be used. In
this section, we will discuss the possibility of model transferring from a learned spring model to new
actuators.
Transferability
As Fig.7 shows, the different types of SEAs present common features such as a general linearity
and hysteresis effects. Therefore in this task, a base model Pbase is firstly trained based on the dataset
of one piece of SEA by using DGMM approach. Then the base model will be used to estimate the
torque-deflection curves of the other SEAs. Since the dynamic effects of two pieces of SEAs are
different, even if their mechanical structure are the same, a torque offset ∆τ between estimated torque
from base model Pbase and the measured torque of the new SEA is observed.
0
∆τ = τnew − Ebase [τest |δnew , δnew
, vnew , θnew ].

(12)

0 ,v
Where δnew , δnew
new , θnew are the measured deflection, first derivative of deflection, velocity and
rotate position of the new actuator respectively. τnew represents the measured output torque and τest
is the estimated torque. Since a large portion of the offset is a constant value ∆τ, which can be easily
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calculated by using the samples measured from the new actuator at the beginning of the test, e.g. 100
samples from the first 0.97 second (i = 100 in Eq.13). The performance of the transferred model can be
improved significantly by compensating this constant offset especially for some new actuators with a
very different nonlinear effects.
∆τ =

i

∑ ∆τi

(13)

n =1

As a result the torque of the new actuator after the first i samples can be estimated by using
τnew = Ebase [τ |, δ, δ0 , v, θ ] + ∆τ

(14)

6. Experiments and Evaluation
6.1. Spring coupling analysis
As shown in Figure 3, Figure 4 and Figure 5, a set of disc springs, coil springs and torsion-bars
are used as the elastic elements of the four type SEAs, respectively. Theoretically, these springs
should present a perfect linearity with the stiffness shown in Table 1. However, due to the internal
friction in the spring component, different pre-compression during assembly and other manufacturing
side-effects, the torque-deflection curves of the overall spring modules are non-linear. Figure 7 shows
the results of the experiments and the non-linearity of the spring couplings. In these experiments, the
elastic actuators are operated in position control to swing up to the fixed rotation angles. The motors
are mounted on a test bed with a load on a link lever attached to the output side, which provide
the external torque to motor through the spring element (see Fig. 11). The torque ground truth can
be provided by using an external force/torque sensor (Lorenz-DF30) in a range of ±50 Nm with an
accuracy class of 0.05%. As can be seen from the result, the hysteresis characteristics are observed in
all of the four spring elements, which is a result of the backlash and friction of the actuator. Since the
link lever is controlled to swing more than 90 degree during the experiments for the 50 Nm, 120 Nm
and 300 Nm actuators, two more hysteresis curves can be observed on both sides of the torque curve
at plot b,c,d. Comparing the four torque curves, the 28 Nm and 50 Nm actuators present more obvious
hysteresis characteristics and the torsion bar shows a better linearity.
6.2. Initial results of model transfer
In order to validate the model transferring approach, two pieces of actuator (a 300 Nm actuator
and a 50 Nm actuator) are used, from which the model of the 300 Nm actuator will be trained as the
base model and the 50 Nm actuator is considered as a new actuator for testing. To capture the data of
these two actuators, a position control experiment is conducted, which is the same as the experiment
presented in section 6.1. The left subplot of Figure 8 shows the measured torque-deflection curves
of the two actuators in a three-dimension space (deflection, torque and rotate position), in which the
blue, green, red and cyan curves represent the measured torque with respect to spring deflection and
motor rotation position from four experiments with different loads on the 300 Nm actuator. The purple
curve is the measured torque deflection curve from the 50 Nm actuator, which is a ground truth for
validation.
In the training phase, the measured dataset of the 300 Nm actuator from the four tests (with
different maximum torques) are used as the training data. According to the GMM based modelling
method and the online updating approach, a based model with 5000 Gaussian components is trained
from the measured dataset (approx. 216000 samples). After training, the torque curve of the 50 Nm
actuator is estimated by using Eq.14, which is shown in right subplot. As can be seen from the figure,
the red crosses are the measured torque as the ground truth for validation and the blue pluses are
the estimated torque by using the transferred base model with given measured inputs from the 50
Nm actuator. Due to the differences between these two types of SEAs, the model of the 300 Nm could
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Figure 7. Torque-deflection curves of the four actuators. The torques are measured by using an external
force/torque sensor and the deflections are calculated as the difference of two absolute encoders at
both sides of the spring.

not estimate the torque of the 50 Nm actuator very precisely, even if the constant offset has been
compensated. However, the general hysteresis effects and the linearity of the new actuator has been
estimated by using the base model.
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Figure 8. Initial result of model transferring from a 300Nm actuator to a 50Nm actuator.

The transferability of the base model has also been validation on the other types of SEAs presented
in this paper. Fig 9 shows the results of the torque estimation on four different types of SEAs by using
the same base model (300 Nm actuator No.03). The red dots lines represent the measured torques
of each new actuator and the blue crosses lines are the estimated torques by using Eq. 14 with the
base model. From the results of the subplots, the hysteresis features of all the four actuators can be
estimated by using the model learned from an extra actuator.
To evaluate the performance of the model transfer on each new actuator, Root Mean Square Errors
(RMSEs) are calculated which are shown in Figure 10. The first bar (300 Nm No.03) represents the
estimation result by using the model learned from the actuator 300 Nm No.03 with itself, but applied
on an experiment with new load. The second bar (300 Nm No.06) represents the estimation result by
using the model learned from the actuator 300 Nm No.03 applied on actuator 300 Nm No.06. The
third bar represents the estimation result by using the model learned from the actuator 300 Nm No.03
applied on actuator 120 Nm No.01, and the the fourth bar represents the estimation result by using
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Figure 9. a: Results of the torque estimation on 300Nm actuator No.01. b: Results of the torque
estimation on 300Nm actuator No.06. c: Results of the torque estimation on 120Nm actuator No.01. d:
Results of the torque estimation on 50Nm actuator No.01.

the model learned from the actuator 300 Nm No.03 applied on actuator 50 Nm No.01. As the four bar
results show, the torque estimation by using the model learned from another actuator is, as expected,
not as good as the estimation by using the model learned from itself. Furthermore, the results of
the 300 Nm No.06 and 120 Nm No.01 are, as expected, better than the 50 Nm No.01 since these two
actuators use the same type of spring as the one with which the model was learned from. Nonetheless,
the method provides initial insights on the transferability, especially between actuators of the same
type.

8

RMSE (Nm)

6

4
2
0 300Nm No.03 300Nm No.06 120Nm No.01 50Nm No.01
Series-Elastic Actuator

Figure 10. Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) and standard deviation of the transfer from model 300 Nm
No.03 to three other actuator types.

6.3. Actuator
Torque tracking experiments
In order to validate the modelling approaches, a torque tracking experiment is conducted in a test
setup as shown in Figure 11. A 120 Nm actuator is fixed on an adjustable base, so that the inclination
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of the actuator can be changed and the effects of gravity can be accounted for. A load (9 kg) is attached
on a link lever with a distance of 80 cm to the output side of the actuator. An external force/torque
sensor is mounted between the spring coupling and the link lever, which measures the output torque
in a range of ±200 Nm with an accuracy class of 0.05%.

Actuator Elastic Control Adjustable F/T Bearing Load
shaft electronics base
sensor

Figure 11. Experimental setup used for spring modeling and validation of the torque control.

To evaluate the learned spring model using the DGMM approach and verify the proposed
controller (Fig. 6) in different torque ranges, a torque tracking experiment is conducted to control the
output torque of the actuator to follow the chirp signals of different amplitudes. Figure 12 presents the
results of tracking a reference output torque in the time domain, in which plot (a) illustrates the result
of tracking a chirp signal with an amplitude of 70 Nm and plot (b) presents the result of tracking a
chirp signal with an amplitude of 20 Nm. The black dash line represents the desired torque and red
line shows the measured output torque controlled by using a DGMM-based controller. For the sake of
comparison, a linear regression model based torque control is used and the tracking result is plotted
in a blue line. As can be seen from plot (a) and (b), the SEA tracks the reference torque accurately
when the reference signal is in a low frequency. The tracking errors of these two experiments are
compared in plots (c) and (d). It can be observed that the torque control by using a DGMM model
presents a much better result than by using a simple linear model in both two experiments: in the test
of tracking the chirp signal with an amplitude of 70 Nm, the results of the DGMM based approach and
linear regression approach reach a mean absolute deviation (MAD) and a standard deviation (STD) of
1.90±2.42 Nm and 2.37±1.94 Nm, respectively (plot c); in the test of tracking the chirp signal with an
amplitude of 20 Nm, it provides a result of 0.79±0.62 Nm and 1.36±1.18 Nm individually (plot d).
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The advantages of the DGMM based approach with respect to the linear model based approach can
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also be evaluated by a ratio of their mean absolute deviations MADdgmm : the lower the ratio is, the larger
linear
the advantage the DGMM based approach provides. The ratios of the torque tracking experiments
with a high torque reference (Amplitude = 70Nm) and a low torque reference (Amplitude = 20Nm)
are 0.802 and 0.581, respectively. It can be observed that the DGMM based approach provides a more
significant improvement in the low torque range, in which the nonlinear effects are more visible and
difficult to be modelled by using a simple linear regression.
Moreover, taking the torque range into the consideration, an error ratio defined as the absolute
error divided by the amplitude is calculated (right axis of plot (c) and (d)). The mean error ratio of
the torque control is 2.71% and 3.39% by using a DGMM model and a linear model, respectively,
in a high torque range (Amplitude = 70Nm), and reaches 3.95% and 6.8% in a low torque range
(Amplitude = 20Nm). It can be noticed that since nonlinear effects of the SEA include a constant part
(backlash and Coulomb friction), which in turn induce less disturbance for a high torque control, both
controllers perform better in high torque range.
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Figure 12. a: Torque tracking of a chirp reference signal with an amplitude of 70 Nm, b: Torque tracking
of a chirp reference signal with an amplitude of 20 Nm, c: Tracking error of a chirp reference with an
amplitude of 70 Nm. The mean absolute deviation and a standard deviation of the DGMM model and
linear model based control reach 1.90±2.42 Nm and 2.37±1.94 Nm respectively. d: Tracking error of a
chirp reference with an amplitude of 20 Nm. The mean absolute deviation and a standard deviation of
the DGMM model and linear model based control reach 0.79±0.62 Nm and 1.36±1.18 Nm respectively.

6.4. Arm
Once the single actuators were validated, a first prototype arm was built composed of the
following actuators (from base to wrist): two 300Nm actuators, one 120Nm actuator, and three 28Nm
actuators. For the initial tests, a joint space trajectory was used with the joint configurations as shown
in Figure 13.
As pointed out in the introduction, in order to get through a certification of the industrial arms, it
is required to provide redundancy on the safety critical signals such as the torque. For this reason, we
compare here motor-current based torque estimation with torque estimation based on spring deflection
and gear deflection. The idea is to verify the similarity not only for a single standalone actuator, but
using an assembled robotic arm, and therefore to validate the methodology, considering as well loads
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Figure 13. Joint configurations of a joint space trajectory used as a first test of the assembled prototype
arms

such as the links and the other joints. Contrary to the previous sections where different estimation
methods have been compared for the spring elements, the focus of this paragraph is on the validation
of the adequacy of the mechanical and redundant sensory arrangement. For this purpose, a coarse
comparison of the measurements useful to detect failures of one of the measurement sources is carried
out based on the obtained experimental data. For the comparison, the torque estimations in this
experiment use linear models with additional terms to account for viscous and Coulomb friction.
In particular, the experimental data has been generated by moving one of the final prototype
arms (Fig. 15) along a joint space trajectory similarly as shown in Figure 13. For three of the six joints
of this prototype arm, Figure 14 shows the joint positions, velocities and estimated torques for one
of each size of actuator. The torques are estimated from three different sources, namely the torque
τmot estimated from the motor current imot , the torque τgear estimated from the difference in position
∆q gear from motor across the gear transmission, and the torque τspring estimated from the difference in
position ∆qspring across the elastic element. These torque estimates were obtained as follows.
Firstly, for the further comparison, we estimate the motor torque using the torque constant k t and
the gear transmission ratio kr :
τmot (t) = k t kr imot (t)

(15)

Secondly, using τmot (t) as reference, the torques based on the spring and gear deflection
measurement are estimated using a model which is linear wrt. four coefficients. These are namely
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Figure 14. Comparison of the different sources of estimated torque (bottom row) for a joint space
trajectory (upper two rows); one type of actuator per column.

Figure 15. Two of the final prototypes at the end-user facilities. Left: arm at the company STODT
(Netherlands) supporting a person during the loading and unloading of a machine; right: arm at the
application scenario of the company WOLL (Germany) supporting a person during a welding task by
holding and positioning of the workpiece ( c FourByThree, permission granted)
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p0, · for a measurement offset, p1, · for a linear scaling of the measurement, p2, · as viscous friction
coefficient, and p3, · as Coulomb friction coefficient, each one for spring p · ,spring and gear deflection
p · ,gear respectively. Instead of a signum function for the Coulomb friction term, an atan function has
been chosen as smooth approximation. Thus, for k = 0 . . . N samples of measurement with sampling
time T, we obtain the following equation for the torque estimated from the spring deflection:
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(16)

Thirdly, Eq. (16) is solved for the four coefficients p · ,spring numerically using a least squares estimator.
The second and third step is carried out respectively for the gear deflection. To summarize, the different
torque estimates are determined by

τmot (t) = k t kr imot (t)

(17)

τgear (t) = p0,gear + p1,gear ∆q gear (t) + p2,gear q̇(t) + p3,gear atan(100 · q̇(t))

(18)

τspring (t) = p0,spring + p1,spring ∆qspring (t) + p2,spring q̇(t) + p3,spring atan(100 · q̇(t)),

(19)

using the numerical values listed in Table 3. The resulting torques are shown in Figure 14. As it can be
seen, there is mostly a good agreement in the shape of the torque measurements using these simplistic
models with the estimated parameters. An exception is the gear deflection measurement of the 28Nm
actuator, where there is only a low load torque and other effects not captured by this model such as
hysteresis effects may have a larger influence for this type of mechanical transmission. Nevertheless,
the estimated motor torque and spring torque are in good agreement even for these low torques.
To summarize, the sensory arrangement provides multiple independent measurements which
allow to redundantly estimate the load torque. Thus, we can validate the approach and support that
we can contribute to the safety of such robotic systems from the mechanical side, due to the inherent
compliance, and from the control perspective, via a redundant measurement of the actuator torque
using distinct principles.
Coefficient

[Unit]

Joint 2, 300Nm

Joint 3, 120Nm

Joint 4, 28Nm

[Nm/A]
[1]

0.210
160

0.180
120

0.057
100

p0,spring
p1,spring
p2,spring
p3,spring

[Nm]
[Nm/deg]
[Nm/(deg/s)]
[Nm]

10.876
-30.29
2.3337
15.521

-1.007
-16.12
0.7507
8.9038

0.1800
-6.259
0.0439
0.4111

p0,gear
p1,gear
p2,gear
p3,gear

[Nm]
[Nm/deg]
[Nm/(deg/s)]
[Nm]

-149.0
-874.3
0.3076
15.969

36.400
-526.7
0.0000
3.0109

-2.671
-32.58
0.0626
0.0000

kt
kr

Table 3. Coefficients used to compute the torque estimates depicted in Figure 14 according to Eq. 17,
Eq. 18, and Eq. 19.
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7. Conclusion and outlook
A set of elastic actuators was developed in order to fulfill the end-user needs for tailored industrial
collaborative robot manipulators of different morphology and payload. Three different types of elastic
actuation were investigated: namely, disc springs, coil springs and torsion bars, being the latest one
the most promising in terms of robustness, low wear, compact size and better dynamic characteristics.
The focus of this work was to present data-driven methods for modelling and identification of such
non-linear elastic elements for actuator control purposes as well as the possibilities to transfer learned
models from one actuator to similar ones.
The future plans include new iterations of the 120Nm and 300Nm actuators to remove some
manufacturing inaccuracies and the redesign of the 28Nm and 50Nm actuators with a more compact
size with the use of the torsion bar concept. Moreover, the next step will include the safety certification
of the actuators’ control electronics.
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